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Abstract
The FLEM (FLOw Element Method)is a numerical method which is useful in
analyzing large deformation and plastic flow problems of a continuum.Main features
of the FLEM are summarized as fol10ws The prOcesses of dividing a body into
elements and computing of nodal forces are the same to the FEM But it is not
necessary to obtain a giobal stiffness rnatrix,cach node with virtualrnass can displace
along a direction of nodal force vector according to the equation of motion And the
expHcit time marching solution scheme in solving the equation of rnotion is adopted,
which is the same to main calculation cycle of the DI]M, the accumulation of
displacements of nOdes within the very sman time step results in a large deformation
of the body
ln this paper,an attempt to model the generation and propagation of failure planes
(or cracks)iS presented,This can be performed without the ttoint element'which
represents discontinuities exphcitly, Some results are illustrated to elucidate the
performance of this numerical technlque.
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^   2Ccos φ+(。1+oe)sin φfs= ≦ ユ



































質量:me=Σ Ini                (3)
節点ブブ:Fxa:=ΣF×t, Fνa=Σ Fψi       (4)
(1=h2,3,4)





























登翠会登 士載寵   硼
ただし,式(11)には次の2条件を付す。
だ協iSぁとす乱朝  囲
es=μ en・SIGN(es),  tls=0            (13)
接触力は1薫鶴鷲鷲盈デ哲詈Ё「蛋藤匡極顎謙電勇争
換される (式(15)).
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図 6 要素同志の接触と局所座標系


































Normal stiffness      in/ρg=62 10cm2
Tangential stiffness  ks/ρg=1552cm⊇








































11監竜ヽ 営十数  硼
(a)p/ρ = 894 (cm2)
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図-9 開ロモデル
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図■0 解析結果 (p/ρ=110cm2)
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(a)0.l sec. (d)0.4sec.(e)0.5sec.
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